I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of domination in graphs was introduced by Ore and Berge [4] . LetG = (V,E) be a finite undirected graph with neither loops nor multiple edges. Asubset D of V (G) is a dominating set of G if every vertex in V−D is adjacentto at least one vertex in D. The minimum cardinality of a dominating set of Gis called the domination number of G and is denoted by  (G). The concept ofSteiner number of a graph was introduced by G. Chatrand and P. Zhang [1] . For anonempty set W of vertices in a connected graph G, the Steiner distance d(W) ofW is the minimum size of a connected sub graph of G containing W. Necessarilyeach such subgraph is a tree and is called a Steiner tree with respect to W or aSteiner W-tree. The set of all vertices of G that lie on some Steiner W-tree isdenoted by S(W). If
S(W)=V, then W is called a Steiner set for G. A Steinerset of minimum cardinality is the Steiner number s(G) of G.
The concept of Steiner domination number of a graph was introduced by J.John,G.Edwin and P. PaulSudhahar [3] . For a connected graph G, a set of vertices W inG is called a Steiner dominating set if W is both a Steiner set and a dominating set.The minimum cardinality of a Steiner dominating set of G is its Steiner dominationnumber and is denoted by is said to be a s  -set. The concept of (G,D) number of a graph was introducedby K.Palani and A.Nagarajan [5] . They further studied the (G,D)-number of edgeadded and edge deleted graphs in [6, 7] . Motivated by those results in this paperwe tried to find the Steiner domination number of edge added and edge deletedgraphs.
A clique in G is a complete subgraph of G. The complete bipartite graph K 1,n or K n,1 is called a star. Let us recall certain existing results which are useful in thesequel of the paper. 
Theorem1.2. [8] For any integer n ≥ 2,
                4 3 , 2 2 ; 5 2 3 4 ) ( or n if n if n P n s  Theorem 1.3. [8] For any n > 5, . 3 ) (        n C n s  Theorem 1.4. [9] For any n ≥ 5,  s (W 1,n ) = n − 2.
II. STEINER DOMINATION NUMBER OF EDGE ADDED GRAPHS
Case (ii):v is attached to an internal vertex. Therefore, v becomes an end vertex of G′. Therefore, v ∈ every Steiner dominatingset of G′ and clearly, W∪{v} is a unique Steiner dominating set of G′ where W isthe unique Steiner dominating set of
By cases (i) and (ii), 
by adding a new vertex v′ to one of its vertices, then
     . ) ( ' 1 ) ( ) ' ( , 1 , 1 otherwise K vertex central the to added is v if K G n s n s s    Proof. Let V (K 1,n ) = {v, v 1 , v 2 , ...,v n }.) ( | | | ' | ) ' ( , 1 n s s K W W G      . Hence, 1 ) ( ) ( ) ' ( , 1 , 1   n s n s s K or K G    .
Theorem 2.5. Let n = 3k and k ≥ 2. If G′ is the graph obtained from the cycleC n by adding a new vertex v to one of its vertices, then
Let k> 2. Suppose V(C 3k ) = {v 1 
Hence, , v 3 , v 6 , v 9 , ...,v 3k } is the unique Steiner dominating set of G′. Therefore, 
Let k> 2. 
Hence,
, whenever n = 3k + 2 and k≥ 2. 
Remark 2.9. In contrast to Theorem 2.8 if k = 1, then the cycle is C 5 and
). ( ) ' ( 5 C G s s   
Theorem 2.10. If G′ is the graph obtained from the complete graph K n by addinga new vertex v′ to one of its vertices then,
). ( ) ' ( n s s K G    Proof. Let V (K n ) = {v 1 , v 2 , ...,v n }. If v is added to any vertex v i , 1 ≤ i≤ n of K n ,) ' (G s  = (p−1− 2) + 1 = p− 2 =   p s W , 1  .
III. STEINER DOMINATION NUMBER OF EDGE DELETED GRAPHS
Proof.Let V (K p ) = {v 1 , v 2 , ...,v p }. Let W = {v 1 , v 2 , v 3 } and let P = (v 1 , v 2 , ...,v k+1 ) with e i = (v i v i+1 ), 1 ≤ i≤ k. Everyvertex of V (G * )−W
If k = 4, then
) (
Proof.Let C be a cycle oflengthkin K p . Case (i):k = 3. Let C = (a, b, c, a) 
